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Abstract: Collaborative Body Sensor Network (CBSN) is formed of several Body Sensor
Networks (BSNs) moving in a given area and able to exchange data between each other.
One of the challenges in CBSN is to design a Medium Access Protocol that efficiently
supports nodes mobility, and at the same time, guarantees immediate delivery of urgent
data, and maintains high energy efficiency during regular observation. In this paper, a
hybrid Traffic and Mobility Aware MAC (TMA-MAC) is proposed to satisfy CBSN’s
traffic requirements through adopting a hybrid DS-CDMA/DTDMA technique, and to
support CBSN’s nodes mobility through ensuring efficient transmission of intra-cluster
mobile nodes data and proposing a mechanism to handle inter-cluster nodes joining
requests. TMA-MAC was compared to other existing protocols under both traffic and
mobility variations. Simulations were conducted using OPNET to evaluate TMA-MAC
with respect to packet delay, packet drop percentage, and energy consumption.
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1 Introduction
The advancements in low power embedded systems,
along with the increased need to support mobility in
many Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) applications
such as wildlife monitoring, air and ocean exploration,
object tracking, as well as healthcare and military
applications, etc. (1; 2; 3), have led to the emergence
of Mobile Wireless Sensor Networks (MWSNs), in which
sensor nodes can move freely instead of remaining

static as perceived in traditional WSNs. Collaborative
Body Sensor Network (CBSN) is one of the MWSN
applications that is gaining a lot of research interest
lately. CBSN is a network formed of multiple nodes
moving in a given area, where every node is a Body
Sensor Network (BSN) formed of many wireless sensors
that collect physiological data from the human body and
send them to the BSN’s own Control Unit (CU) or sink
node (26; 27). These CUs can then inter-communicate
between each other to transfer the sensed data to its
final destination, i.e. the central Base Station (BS).
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CBSNs allows group instead of individual monitoring,
such as supervising the condition of rescue teams, the
performance of sports team, and the status of employees
in industries, in order to observe group activity, recognize
the events identified by many persons, and monitor
the health status of multiple persons at the same time
(3). An illustration about CBSN general architecture is
presented in Figure 1.
In CBSN, there are two types of traffic generated by
the composing BSNs: periodic traffic that is produced by
the BSNs who are in a state of regular observation, and
bursty traffic that is generated by the BSNs in emergency
state that happens when the activity of the monitored
person or its environment changes suddenly (5). CBSNs
present therefore the following challenges:
• Nodes mobility: In CBSN, nodes can move freely
in a given area. Some nodes might therefore be
mobile, while others remain static. Nodes mobility
will lead to dynamic network topology, which adds
a challenge to reliable data transmission as mobile
nodes might leave their clusters to join new ones.
• Dynamic traffic: During regular observation, BSNs
generate low and stable traffic rate (between 120 packets/sec). However, when the CU of a
BSN detects any abnormality during analysis and
processing of the received data, it triggers the
emergency state, and requests sensor nodes to
increase their sampling rate and send more data so
it can perform precise recognition. Thus the BSN’s
traffic rate becomes very high (between 50- 100
packets/sec).
• Strict delay requirements during emergency state:
Data transmitted in CBSN can be very critical
as it is directly related to people’s lives specially
for BSNs in emergency state. Therefore during
emergency, the main aim is to send critical data
within very strict delay requirements (less than
125ms) and with the lowest packet drops (6; 7).
• High energy efficiency requirements during
periodic observation: It is very hard to recharge or
replace batteries in many CBSN’s applications like
during fire fighting or in war zones. Thus working
on increasing the energy efficiency of the network
is very important in CBSN. Therefore, during
periodic monitoring, the main aim is to maintain
high energy efficiency (8; 9)
Facing these challenges and guaranteeing reliable
transmission of data from the different BSNs to the
central BS largely depends on the choice of the Medium
Access Control (MAC) protocol. Therefore, it is very
important to design a dynamic MAC protocol that is
able to adapt to both mobility and traffic variations in
CBSN, and is able to address CBSN’s traffic demands
in maintaining low delay during emergency, and high
energy efficiency during periodic monitoring.

Several synchronous and asynchronous MAC
protocols were proposed for MWSNs. In synchronous
protocols, the clock wakes up nodes at a specific
synchronization point of time for a specific period. These
protocols aim to reduce collision and re-transmission
of data at the expense of clock synchronization
requirements between nodes belonging to the same
cluster. Whereas asynchronous protocols rely on
preamble to declare a transmission. They do not require
synchronization between the sensor nodes, as each
node works independently without being aware of the
active/sleep schedule of the others (10; 2). However, the
low complexity of these protocols comes at the cost of
increased collision, reduced channel availability and idle
listening that may occur specially when traffic is high,
leading to low delay and energy efficiency (11; 1).
This paper considers synchronous MAC protocols,
mainly due to their ability to reduce collision rates
and re-transmissions, which is essential in CBSNs where
traffic can become very high when many nodes enter
emergency state instantaneously.
Most synchronous MAC protocols found in literature
for MWSNs address the request of mobile nodes to join
a new cluster in the next frame period; this is not
efficient if the node requesting to join the cluster carries
emergency data that should be sent instantly. Also, the
suggested protocols do not give mobile nodes priority
to send their data before static nodes present in the
same cluster; this is not efficient since the transmission
link between mobile nodes and the corresponding Cluster
Head (CH) can break before the node transmits its data.
On the other hand, most of the synchronous MAC
protocols proposed for MWSNs are based on either
one or a combination of both Dynamic Time Division
Multiple Access (DTDMA) and Carrier Sense Multiple
Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) protocols
(1; 13; 14; 15; 16; 17; 18; 19; 20). However, as per our
previously conducted study in (12), these two protocols
do not perform well under heavy traffic conditions, as
high delay is induced by large queuing in DTDMA
and increased collision rates in CSMA/CA. Therefore,
these two protocols will not be able to handle the
bursty traffic induced during emergency in CBSN.
Whereas this same study proved that Direct Sequence
Code Division Multiple Access (DS-CDMA) outperforms
both contention-free and contention-based protocols,
and induces very low delays when traffic is high.
Therefore in this paper, we present an efficient hybrid
DTDMA/DS-CDMA Traffic and Mobility Aware MAC
(TMA-MAC) protocol for CBSNs, that aims to address
different traffic requirements and at the same time, to
support nodes (i.e. BSNs) mobility.
To address different traffic requirements, the
proposed scheme uses DS-CDMA to send the emergency
traffic generated by both mobile and static nodes,
in order to guarantee minimal delay and packet
loss during emergency situations, taking advantage of
the low delay induced by DS-CDMA in high traffic
environment. Whereas it uses DTDMA to handle the
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Figure 1: CBSN General Architecture
periodic traffic generated by mobile and static nodes
in order to maintain high energy efficiency during
regular observations, taking advantage of the low energy
consumption characteristic of DTDMA.
The proposed scheme also supports nodes mobility
through giving mobile nodes priority over static nodes to
send their data as fast as possible before the connection
breaks, and through adopting a multichannel mechanism
to reduce complexity when mobile nodes need to join new
clusters; it also provides a mechanism that allows nodes
requesting to join a new cluster immediate channel access
when they are holding emergency data to guarantee their
instant delivery.
The remaining of the paper is divided as follows:
related work is presented in Section 2. An overview of
the proposed scheme is provided in Section 3. TMAMAC architecture is described in Section 4. Comparison
of the proposed scheme to existing MAC protocols, as
well as simulation and discussion of the delay, packet
loss and energy performance under various scenarios are
provided in Section 5, while conclusion and future work
are presented in Section 6.

2 Related Work
Few synchronous mobility aware and traffic adaptive
MAC protocols are found in the literature. They are
mainly based on DTDMA contention-free protocol,
of CSMA/CA contention-based protocol, or of a
combination of both.
For instance, authors in (13) propose a Mobilityadaptive collision-free MAC (MMAC) that is based on

Traffic-Adaptive Medium Access (TRAMA) protocol.
MMAC divides the frame time into two parts: scheduled
access and random access. The random access part
is used for collecting neighbors information, and the
scheduled access part, formed of TDMA slots, is used
for data transmission. Unlike TRAMA, MMAC uses
a dynamic frame time that is increased or decreased
depending on the traffic information, and the expected
variation of the number of mobile nodes in two-hop
neighborhood. If the number of in-going and out-going
nodes is less than a certain threshold, the frame time
is increased, otherwise it is decreased to reduce the
time waited by the mobile nodes to join the network
(10; 11; 3). Even though MMAC aims to propose
an adaptive traffic and mobility approach, it presents
shortcomings in both traffic and mobility support. For
instance, nodes willing to join a cluster should scan many
channels to find the appropriate cluster to join, which
increases overhearing and unsuccessful joining attempts
to clusters already full. In addition, the protocol does
not give priority to mobile nodes in TDMA slots; this
is not efficient since mobile nodes should be served
quickly as the connection might break. Also, MMAC
does not provide a mechanism to handle bursty traffic.
For instance, if many nodes carrying bursty traffic want
to send their data, then either the frame time should
be long enough to hold needed slots, or the nodes will
not find available slots due to frame saturation. In both
cases, emergency data will not be sent instantly within
strict delay requirements. This is in addition to the fact
that mobile nodes join requests are not considered in the
frame schedule; this is not efficient if the node requesting
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to join the cluster holds emergency data that should be
sent instantly.
An adaptive Mobility aware, and Energy efficient
MAC (MEMAC) is presented in (1) as a hybrid TDMA/
CSMA protocol. The superframe is formed of two parts:
the mini-slots and normal slots. The mini-slots enclose
control messages like frame synchronization, random
access CSMA period in which nodes compete to send
requests for data transmission as well as requests for
joining or leaving the cluster, and scheduling period
used by CHs to broadcast scheduling information to
corresponding nodes; whereas the normal slots are
TDMA based and used to transmit data messages.
The frame size in MEMAC is dynamic to ensure
the protocol sensitivity to both traffic conditions and
mobility. Depending on mobility prediction and location
information, MEMAC groups the nodes into Joining
nodes ”J”, Leaving nodes ”L”, and nodes with data to
send ”R”. Only nodes belonging to ”R” are included in
the schedule, however the mobility information provided
by ”J” and ”L” is used to adapt the frame time. If the
number of nodes in ”R” is greater than those in ”J”
and ”L” combined together, the frame size is increased,
otherwise, the frame length is decreased. MEMAC have
the same shortcomings as MMAC, with the addition to
the fact that nodes have to compete to reserve time slots
which might increase transmission delays due to high
contention that occurs in heavy traffic.
In (14), authors propose a Mobility adaptive Hybrid
MAC (MH-MAC) protocol. MH-MAC divides the frame
into static and mobile slots. Static slots are scheduledbased, whereas mobile slots are contention-based to
avoid TDMA scheduling overhead. Based on mobility
estimation algorithm, nodes can determine their mobility
level. If the number of mobile nodes is greater than a
certain threshold, the network is considered mobile, the
frame time is reduced, and the number of mobile slots
is increased with respect to static slots; whereas if the
number of mobile nodes is less than the threshold, the
network is considered static, the frame time is increased,
and the number of static slots is increased with respect
to mobile slots. The drawback of MH-MAC is that
static slots are assigned before mobile slots which is
inefficient as mobile nodes should be served fast before
losing transmission link. Also, the protocol is unable to
handle emergency or bursty traffic as it adopts TDMA
for static nodes and CSMA for mobile nodes, and both of
them are not efficient in heavy traffic. Thus static nodes
might experience large packet transmission delays due to
TDMA queuing, and mobile nodes may not succeed to
send their data due to the high contention that occurs
in heavy traffic.
Authors in (15) present MobiSense : a power efficient,
micro-mobility MAC protocol. Mobisense is based on
TDMA. Its superframe is formed of synchronization
slots, fixed length downlink slots used by CHs to
broadcast information to nodes, variable length uplink
slots used by nodes to transmit their data to the CH,
and access mini-slots or Access Window (AW) used

by mobile nodes to send their join requests to CHs
without contention. The length of the downlink slots
period depends on the nodes’ traffic demands, and the
AW is reduced as the cluster size grows. In Mobisense,
CHs advertise over common control channel information
about their cluster size and the corresponding data
transmission channel; mobile nodes who want to join a
new cluster listen to this common channel, which will
speed up their joining process and prevents unsuccessful
join attempts. Even though Mobisense presents many
solutions for efficient mobility support, it is unable to
handle bursty traffic efficiently since it uses TDMA in
data transmission, and will not be therefore able to
transmit emergency data generated by multiple nodes
within strict delay requirements. Also, nodes willing to
join a cluster will have to wait for the AW to send
joining requests over the access mini-slots, which is not
efficient if these nodes are holding urgent data that
should be granted immediate channel access to transmit
their packets.
A Time Sharing Energy Efficient Congestion control
(TSEEC) MAC is proposed in (16). TSEEC is a TDMA
based MAC protocol. It uses Load Based Allocation
(LBA) technique to assign dynamic time slots to
different nodes; LBA uses statistical information about
sensor nodes like node memory, battery, and location
information to compute a corresponding weighted value.
The weighted value depends on the node’s Time of
Arrival (ToA), battery lifetime, location, and priority
value. Time slots are then assigned based on the obtained
weighted value of every node. TSEEC also uses Time
Allocation Leister (TAL) technique to handle time slots
that are either assigned to nodes that are no longer
carrying data, or to leaving nodes: it assigns the free
slots to mobile nodes joining the cluster, or it broadcasts
the free slot message to neighboring mobile nodes to
shift back their own time slots. Both LBA and TAL
techniques decrease the network congestion and increase
energy conservation; however, the protocol uses TDMA
slot allocation which leads to long waiting time when
the traffic becomes heavy in the presence of many nodes
holding emergency data. Also, mobile nodes looking for
new cluster will have to scan many channels to find the
appropriate cluster, which induces higher delay and more
complexity.
Other proposed schemes like MS-MAC (17), EMSMAC (18), AM-MAC (19), and MD-SMAC (20) are
synchronous protocols with common active/sleep period.
These schemes are based on CSMA/CA; they compute
a random value to determine the access period of every
node, and nodes that are active at the same time
follow CSMA/CA scheme to gain channel access. These
protocols are simple in general; however, they are not
efficient when the traffic becomes heavy as the contention
between active nodes increases and leads to high collision
rates, and thus high delays and energy consumption.
The above discussion shows that the currently
proposed protocols are not suitable for CBSNs where
both traffic variations and mobility should be handled
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efficiently. The main shortcomings of these schemes
are their inability to guarantee prompt delivery of
emergency data due to DTDMA and CSMA/CA low
efficiency in heavy traffic, and their failure in providing
an efficient mechanism to handle urgent join requests to
guarantee fast delivery of mobile data.
For this reason, we propose a hybrid Traffic and
Mobility Aware MAC protocol (TMA-MAC). The
proposed scheme addresses CBSN’s traffic requirements
in ensuring reliable delivery of emergency (bursty)
traffic generated by static or mobile nodes within strict
delay requirements, while increasing the network energy
efficiency during transmission of periodic traffic. The
proposed scheme also provides an efficient mobility
support mechanism that addresses joining requests
and data transmission of mobile nodes holding both
emergency and periodic traffic.

3 Hybrid TMA-MAC Protocol Overview
We consider a CBSN formed of m nodes, i.e. BSNs,
grouped into different clusters and distributed in n x
n area. Some of these nodes are mobile while others
are static. During regular observations (non-emergency
cases), nodes generate periodic traffic with constant
packet rate ranging between 1 and 20 packets/sec. When
some nodes enter into emergency state due to sudden
variation in their activity or environment, they will
generate a burst of traffic and their corresponding packet
rate will significantly increase to reach 100 packets/sec.
The proposed TMA-MAC addresses both traffic and
mobility requirements of CBSNs.

3.1 Traffic Awareness
Dynamic Time Division Multiple Access (DTDMA) is
a scheduled contention-free protocol, in which dynamic
time slots are allocated to nodes based on the
corresponding traffic rate. DTDMA generates low delay
in periodic traffic environments, however it is unable to
handle very high traffic as it induces significant delay
due to queuing. The main strength of DTDMA is its
low energy consumption in periodic traffic, since nodes
do not face collisions, idle listening and overhearing
issues, as they send their data in allocated time slots
and remain inactive all the other times (21; 22).
Direct Sequence Code Division Multiple Access (DSCDMA) is a contention-free protocol is which different
nodes are assigned different spreading codes to allow
concurrent transmission of their data over the same
channel. The assigned spreading code is multiplied by
the node’s original signal to generate the encoded data.
The computational requirements to encode the packets
increases DS-CDMA energy consumption; however, the
main strength of this protocol is its high delay efficiency
even in bursty traffic environment (12). Thus to
handle various traffic requirements, TMA-MAC adopts
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a hybrid DTDMA/DS-CDMA approach to combine the
advantages of both DTDMA and DS-CDMA Protocols.
During regular observation, the traffic generated by
nodes in a cluster is low and periodic. therefore, nodes
send their data packets to the corresponding CH in
allocated time slots using DTDMA mechanism to take
advantage of the high delay and energy efficiency of
DTDMA in periodic traffic. When some nodes in the
cluster enter into emergency state, their traffic rate
significantly increases, and at the same time, their data
is considered critical and should be delivered to the CH
within strict delay requirements. For this reason, TMAMAC dynamically allocates slots for emergency traffic,
in which data from various nodes can be transmitted
simultaneously by assigning them different spreading
codes using DS-CDMA. This will guarantee concurrent
delivery of urgent data with the lowest delay over the
same time slots, due to high delay efficiency of DSCDMA in heavy traffic environment (12). The remaining
nodes carrying periodic traffic will keep on transmitting
their data one after another in their allocated slots using
DTDMA mechanism. Therefore, only nodes carrying
emergency traffic will be assigned different codes, which
will limit the energy consumption in the network.
Therefore, TMA-MAC succeeds in addressing CBSN
traffic requirements through the following features:
• It adapts to CBSN traffic variations through
dynamically allocating time slots to nodes based
on traffic rates.
• It is able to address CBSN’s emergency traffic
requirements in delivering urgent data reliably
with minimal delays.
• It is able to address CBSN’s periodic traffic
requirements in inducing low delay and energy
consumption.

3.2 Mobility Support
The proposed TMA-MAC considers two types of
mobility (28): intra-cluster mobility, in which mobile
nodes remain within their cluster, and inter-cluster
mobility in which mobile nodes leave their cluster
and look for other clusters to join. TMA-MAC
supports nodes mobility by ensuring efficient and reliable
transmission of both periodic and emergency data held
by intra-cluster and inter-cluster mobile nodes, through
the following procedures:
1. Intra-cluster mobile nodes carrying periodic traffic
send their data in allocated time slots using
DTDMA; however, they are given priority over the
equivalent static nodes to ensure fast data delivery
before the transmission link is lost; mobile nodes
with the lowest Received Signal Strength Indicator
(RSSI) are assigned slots first.
2. Intra-cluster mobile nodes carrying emergency
traffic are assigned different spreading codes to
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enable them to transmit their data simultaneously
over the emergency slots, along with the equivalent
static nodes.
3. In order to ensure simple and efficient joining
mechanism for inter-cluster mobile nodes to
new clusters, TMA-MAC adopts a common
control channel as in (15) over which CHs send
corresponding cluster information, to allow intercluster nodes to quickly and successfully choose
their new cluster.
4. When an inter-cluster mobile node carries
emergency traffic, it listens to the common control
channel to choose the most appropriate cluster
to join. To join the new cluster, the node sends
join request in the Emergency Join Request (EJR)
mini-slots distributed between the DTDMA slots
throughout the frame time, to address their request
quickly. Once the join request is accepted, the
frame time is interrupted to allow prompt delivery
of this urgent traffic. The CH distributes the new
schedule to the cluster nodes, in which urgent data
is sent first, followed by periodic traffic of mobile
nodes, and the periodic traffic of static nodes.
5. Inter-cluster mobile nodes carrying periodic (nonemergency) traffic can send their joining requests
over a specific Contention Assess Period (CAP)
placed at the end of the frame time. Data generated
by these nodes is addressed in the next frame time
schedule.

4 TMA-MAC Architecture
4.1 Superframe Structure
The superframe of the data communication channel of
TMA-MAC is presented in Figure 2.
It is formed of a Beacon Field (BF), Emergency
Slots (ES), Mobile nodes Slots (MS), Static nodes Slots
(SS), a Contention Access Period (CAP), and several
Emergency Join Request (EJR) mini-slots inserted

Figure 2: TMA-MAC Superframe Structure

between some Mobile and Static Slots (MS and SS). The
Beacon Period (BP) represents the superframe length or
duration.
The BF is used by the CH to convey synchronization
information to the corresponding cluster nodes, along
with other information like slot allocation in ES, MS,
SS periods, and spreading codes. To synchronise nodes,
TMA-MAC uses Reference Broadcast Synchronization
(RBS) method (29), in which nodes use the packets
time of arrival as a reference for clock synchronization
when receiving the synchronization packets. This
synchronization mechanism is adopted since it is simple
and used in many MWSN protocols (23; 15).
ES is used by both static and intra-cluster mobile
nodes carrying emergency (bursty) traffic. These slots
allow transmission of simultaneous packets through
assigning them different spreading codes using DSCDMA to ensure fast delivery of the urgent data. The
length of the ES period is dynamic and depends on the
highest packet rate generated by the emergency nodes.
When all nodes are in periodic observation states, the
superframe will not enclose an ES period, however, when
one or more nodes enter into emergency state, the ES
period increases to serve the highest generated data rate.
However, the ES period is limited to 120ms, to guarantee
delivery of urgent data within their delay requirements
(125 ms) (9).
MS are used by intra-cluster mobile nodes holding
periodic traffic to send their data one after another using
DTDMA mechanism. These Mobile Slots (MS) are given
priority over Static Slots (SS) to ensure fast their data
transmission before the link breaks. The MS period is
also dynamic and depends on the packet rates of every
node (i.e. the number of slots needed for every node).
SS are used by intra-cluster static nodes holding
periodic traffic. These slots come after the MS since the
probability for link breakage is lower. As in MS, static
nodes send their periodic data in SS using DTDMA, and
has a dynamic period depending on the needed number
of slots for every node.
CAP is used inter-cluster mobile nodes carrying
periodic traffic to send join request to the cluster. If the
join request is accepted by the CH, the corresponding
data will be transmitted in the MS of the next frame.
The CAP is also used by the intra-cluster mobile nodes
to announce their departure from the cluster.
EJR mini-slots are used by inter-cluster mobile nodes
holding urgent traffic to send join request to the cluster.
These mini-slots are distributed between time slots of
MS and SS periods to allow nodes carrying critical data
to join the cluster the soonest. The structure of EJR
frame, presented in Figure 3, is formed of two parts:
Data and ACK fields. The data part is used by the intercluster mobile node to send its join request, whereas the
ACK part is used by the CH to send the join request
decision.
The BP in TMA-MAC is dynamic and depends on
the ES, MS, SS periods as well as on the number of EJR
mini-slots. However, it is bounded by a maximum size is
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Figure 3: EJR Mini-Slot Frame Structure
set to 240 ms in order to satisfy the delay requirements
of regular traffic for BSNs (9).

4.2 Slot Allocation Procedure
The optimal number of slots that should be assigned for
every node in a cluster is given by:

Slots =

R · BP
PPS

(1)

where:
R : Packet Rate
BP : Beacon Period
P P S : Number of Packets Per Slot

and
PPS =

Slot Duration
Duration of Packet

(2)

Equation (1) shows that the number of allocated
slots is directly proportional to the traffic (packet rate).
The slot allocation mechanism provided by this equation
is efficient, as assigning more slots will not improve
the performance, since it helps nodes attaining the
highest throughput (5; 24). The dynamic slot allocation
algorithm for static and mobile nodes in emergency
state, is presented in Algorithm 1. If only one node
is in emergency state, thus carrying critical data, the
CH computes the corresponding number of slots needed
using equation 1 based on the packet rate generated by
the node. However, if more than one node is in emergency
state, the CH assigns a spreading code to each of these
nodes, and uses equation 1 to compute the required
number of slots based on the highest received packet rate.
In both cases, the number of allocated slots is bounded
by a maximum number smax to guarantee the delivery
of urgent data within their strict delay requirements
(120 ms). The CH then allocates the computed number
of slots in the ES period, and updates the information
about spreading codes and slot allocation in the BF (5).
The dynamic allocation procedure for mobile nodes
in periodic observation state, thus carrying regular data,
is shown in Algorithm 2. As described in Algorithm 1,
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smax ← max. number of slots allowed in ES period
if Only one node is in emergency state then
Compute number of needed slots se based on
packet rate (R) of the node using equation 1;
else
Assign spreading code to every node;
Evaluate the required number of slots se using
equation 1 based on the highest received
packet rate (R) using equation 1;
end
if se > smax then
se =smax ;
end
Allocate se for in ES period;
Update the information about spreading codes and
slot allocation in the BF;
Algorithm 1: Dynamic Slot Allocation for Nodes in
Emergency State
when a node is in emergency state, it will be assigned
a spreading code to enable simultaneous delivery of its
data over the ES slots. However, when this node gets
back to regular/ periodic observation, the CH frees it
from the previously assigned spreading code. The CH
then computes the number of slots needed for every
mobile node based on their corresponding packet rates
using equation 1, to allocate them in the MS period.
Mobile nodes keep track of the RSSI level of the packets
received from the CH; Consequently, nodes with the
lowest RSSI level are given priority over others and are
allocated slots first in the MS period to ensure their fast
data transmission before the link breaks. The CH then
updates the information about spreading codes and slot
allocation in the BF.

for every mobile node mi carrying periodic data do
if mi is previously assigned a spreading code
then
Release spreading code from mi ;
end
Compute number of needed slots (smi ) based
on the packet rate (R) of mi using equation 1;
Allocate smi in MS period;;
if RSSImj < RSSImi then
Allocate smj before smi ;
end
end
Update the information about spreading codes and
slot allocation in the BF;
Algorithm 2: Dynamic Slot Allocation for Mobile
Nodes in Regular State
The dynamic slot allocation process for static nodes
carrying periodic traffic is presented in Algorithm 3.
Similar to mobile nodes carrying periodic traffic, the
CH releases any previously assigned spreading code, and
computes the required number of slots using equation
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1. The CH then allocates the corresponding slots in the
SS period, and updates the slot allocation and spreading
code information in the BF.

for every static node n carrying periodic data do
if spreading code is previously assigned to n
then
free n from spreading code;
end
Evaluate required number of slots (sn ) based
on the packet rate (R) of n using equation 1;
Allocate sn in SS period;
end
Update the information about spreading codes and
slot allocation in the BF;
Algorithm 3: Dynamic Slot Allocation for static
Nodes in Regular State

4.3 Identification of Intra-cluster Mobile Nodes
Mobile nodes within a cluster are identified based on
the RSSI level of the synchronization packet received
from the CH. The nodes keep track of the RSSI
variations. Based on Nordic nRF24L01 radio transceiver
that is widely used in BSNs, the RSSI level that
guarantees reliable transmission is -64dBm (25). Below
this value, transmission links become unreliable. Thus
in the proposed scheme, if the RSSI level is found to
be decreasing over time to reach a threshold of -55dBm,
the node inside the cluster is considered to be mobile
and should be served quickly before the value decreases
further and the link breaks.

4.4 Computation of Number of EJR Mini-Slots
As stated earlier, EJR mini-slots are used by inter-cluster
mobile nodes carrying critical trafc to send cluster join
requests. Multiple mini-slots are distributed between
the time slots of MS and SS period, to allow these
nodes to send join requests as soon as they enter the
cluster area, and transmit their critical data promptly
without further delays. Nodes willing to join a cluster
choose EJR mini-slots randomly to send their join
request as shown in Figure 4. Random selection of minislots significantly reduces the probability of collision
in moderate contention situations when multiple nodes
want to join a cluster simultaneously.
Increasing the number of mini-slots would increase
the opportunity for join requests, and speed out the
joining operation and data transmission of urgent data;
But at the same time, too many mini-slots would
increase the BP or frame time, which would delay the
data transmission of the other nodes, specially that these
mini-slots might not be used when inter-cluster mobile
nodes do not hold emergency data. For this reason, the
number of EJR mini-slots is dynamically computed in

TMA-MAC in a way not to exceed 5% of the frame time
to maintain a reasonable number of mini-slots without
considerably affecting the frame time. For instance,
Figure 3 shows that approximately 4 bytes are needed
for every EJR mini-slot. Considering a channel rate of
250 kbits/s, the EJR mini-slot duration will be 0.128 ms.
The BP in TMA-MAC is dynamic as it depends on the
ES, MS, SS periods. Considering a BP of 128 ms, the
number of EJR mini-slots should not lead to more than
5% increase in the BP, that is 6.4 ms. Therefore for this
BP, the superframe can include a maximum of 50 minislots distributed between the MS and SS slots. The BP
is exempted from mini-slots when it becomes saturated
and can no longer accept join requests.

4.5 Inter-cluster Communication Operation
For efficient inter-cluster communication, TMA-MAC
uses a common control channel, and different data
transmission channels (one data transmission channel
per cluster).
The common control channel is used by the CHs to
send information related to their clusters, like number
of cluster nodes, number of available mini-slots, BP,
and channel used for data transmission. This common
channel will help inter-cluster mobile nodes to join a
new cluster quickly, as they only need to listen to one
channel instead of scanning many channels. This would
also decrease overhearing and reduce the probability of
failed join attempts.
In TMA-MAC, the handover decision is taken by the
mobile node when the RSSI level of the packets received
from the current CH becomes less than -64dBm; In
this case, the link with the current cluster is considered
to be no longer reliable, thus the node announces its
departure in the CAP of its current cluster’s superframe,
and searches to join a new cluster with a reliable link.
The Communication operation for join requests is
illustrated in Figure 5.
When a mobile node with critical traffic decides to
leave its cluster, it listens to the common channel and
selects the cluster with the lowest number of nodes, and
available EJR mini-slots. It then sends its address, and

Figure 4: EJR Mini-Slot Random Selection
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Figure 5: Block Diagram of TMA-MAC Inter-cluster Join Request Operation
corresponding packet rate in the data part of the EJR
mini-slot that it selects randomly among the first set of
mini-slots it finds in the BP of the chosen cluster. The
CH evaluates the number of slots needed to serve the
node based on the received packet rate using equation 1.
If it can serve the node (i.e. it has enough slots), it sends
a positive acknowledgement (bit 1) in the ACK field of
the EJR mini-slots. The CH then interrupts the BP,
and sends a beacon packet that includes synchronization
information and new slot allocation schedule, in which
it grants this node immediate channel access to send
its critical data promptly at the beginning of the new
Beacon Period. The remaining nodes will proceed in
transmitting their data in the newly allocated time slots.
If several nodes send join requests over consecutive EJR
mini-slots, they will transmit their data simultaneously
over the same slots by assigning them different spreading
codes. Even though sending a new beacon constitute an
additional overhead, this mechanism is performed when
inter-cluster nodes hold critical data only, to ensure their
transmission within strict delay requirements. In case the
CH finds that it can not serve the node due to superframe
saturation, it rejects the join request through sending a
negative acknowledgement (bit 0) in the ACK field of
the EJR mini-slot, so the node can send its join request
to another cluster.

As for the mobile node holding regular traffic and
looking for a new cluster to join, it listens to the common
channel and selects the cluster with the lowest number
of node and shortest BP. It then sends its join request
in the CAP. The CH checks for slots availability through
computing the required number of slots using equation
1. If slots are available, it sends an ACK to the node
indicating join request acceptance, and assigns these
slots in the MS period of the next BP.

4.6 Operational Example
To sketch the operation of the proposed TMA-MAC,
consider a CBSN formed of many patients (BSNs or
nodes) in a hospital, to monitor their health condition.
These nodes are grouped into several clusters. Let us
assume that one cluster is formed of a CH and eight
nodes, where the CH is static, and the cluster nodes can
be static or mobile. In this example, we assume that
four of these nodes are static and the other four are
mobile. Figure 6a shows the slot allocation procedure
when all nodes are in regular observation state and thus
carrying periodic traffic. Mobile nodes are given priority
over static nodes, and are allocated slots first in the MS
period. Also, mobile nodes with lower RSSI levels are
given priority over the ones with higher RSSI values to
guarantee their delivery before the connection breaks.
Static nodes are allocated slots next in the SS period.
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In this case, ES period is non-existent. The number of
slots reserved for every node is computed using equation
1. For instance, for a payload size of 32 bytes and
channel rate of 250 kbps, the packet will need 1.024 ms
to be transmitted via every node’s radio. Using Nordic
nRF24L01 radio transceiver, the time needed to activate
its transmission mode is 0.16 ms (25); therefore the
total packet duration is 1.184 ms. Therefore, if the slot
duration is 5 ms, then 4 packets can be accommodated
in every slot. For a BP of 240 ms, the number of
slots needed to send the periodic traffic is either 1 or
2 depending on the corresponding packet rate (2 slots
for a rate of 20 packets/sec, and 1 slot for a rate of 5
packets/sec for example).
If one or more patients experience sudden change in
their activities, like fainting, or facing sudden drop of
heart rate, they enter into emergency state; their data
becomes bursty and at the same time very critical and
should be delivered very quickly to take appropriate
actions. Assuming in this example that one mobile
person (node 4) and another static person (node 5) enter
into emergency state simultaneously; In this case, data
of these two persons will be encoded and transmitted
concurrently over the same time slots allocated in the
ES period of the BP as shown in Figure 6b. The
number of allocated slots depends on the highest packet
rate generated by these nodes. For instance, if node 2
generates a traffic of 60 packets /sec and node 4 generates
a traffic of 100 packet/sec, the number of slots will be
computed based on node’s 4 traffic rate, that is 6 slots.
The duration of the ES period will be therefore 30ms,
which is less than the maximum allowed period (120
ms) to guarantee transmission of the critical data within
their delay requirement. The remaining nodes keeps on
transmitting their data in their allocated slots in the MS
and SS periods respectively.
Now assuming that a mobile patient (node 9) enters
in emergency state, but lost the reliable connection with
his assigned cluster, and decides to join this cluster after
listening to the common channel. Since node 9 is carrying
critical data, it sends join request over the first EJR
mini-slot. Assuming that the corresponding packet rate
is 100 packets/sec, then the CH evaluates the number
of needed time slots to be 6 slots. Since the BP is not
saturated (still did not reach 240ms), the join request
will be accepted by the CH; the BP will be interrupted to
allow prompt delivery of node 9 data as shown in Figure
6c. All the other mobile and static nodes with periodic
data will continue sending their data after node 9 data
transmission is over.

(a) Periodic Traffic Case

(b) Case of Two Nodes in Emergency State

(c) Case of Mobile Node with Emergency Traffic Joining the
Cluster

Figure 6: Slot Allocation Operational Example
size based on mobility and traffic demand, which is close
to the concept of the proposed scheme; Mobisense is
chosen since it is a synchronous traffic adaptive protocol
that adopts a common control channel and multiple
data communication channels technique which is used
in the proposed TMA-MAC; and TSEEC protocol is
used since it is a recent traffic adaptive protocol that
proposes a congestion control mechanism through two
concepts: assigning slots to the nodes based on a
computed weighted value (i.e. different priorities are
given to different nodes), and allowing slots sharing;
these concepts are also close to the proposed mechanism.
The average delay, the packet drop percentage and the
energy consumption of the four schemes are simulated,
and the results are discussed to assess the performance
of the TMA-MAC with respect to other existing traffic
and mobility aware techniques.

5.1 Simulation Parameters
5 Evaluation of TMA-MAC
To evaluate the performance of the proposed TMAMAC protocol, the suggested scheme is compared to
ME-MAC (1), Mobisense (15), and TSEEC (16) MAC
protocols. ME-MAC is chosen since it is a synchronous
traffic adaptive protocol, that employs variable frame

In the simulation, we consider 50 nodes (BSNs)
randomly distributed in a 500 m2 area. These nodes can
be either static or mobile, and are grouped in different
clusters in which CHs are fixed, whereas cluster nodes
are a mix of static and mobile nodes. To form clusters,
a LEACH variant protocol is used in which CHs are
only chosen among the static nodes only, based on the
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Parameter

Value

Number of Nodes

50

Simulation Area

500 m2

CHs state

Static

Nodes state

Static or Mobile

Mobility Model

Random Way Point

Packet Rate for Regular Traffic

1-20 packets/sec

Packet Rate for Emergency Traffic

100 packets/sec

Payload Size

32 Bytes

Slot Duration

5 ms

Channel Rate

250 Kbps

Table 1

Simulation Parameters

selected probability and the remaining energy of these
nodes (30). This protocol is adopted for its simplicity and
because it is considered in many MWSN schemes (1; 13).
The number of CH is 5% of the total number sensor
nodes. Nodes in regular observation generate periodic
traffic using Constant Bit Rate (CBR) traffic model. The
packet rate of these nodes is randomly set between 1
and 20 packets/sec to reflect low and moderate traffic;
whereas nodes in emergency state generate bursty traffic
using Poisson traffic model to produce random packets.
The corresponding packet rate is set to 100 packets/sec
to induce very high traffic.
The four protocols are assessed using OPNET
simulator. The simulation parameters are summarized in
Table 1.

5.2 Simulation Results
The compared schemes are evaluated with respect to
their ability to adapt to CBSN traffic variations, as well
as their ability to support mobility.

5.2.1 Performance Under Traffic Variations
The delay, packet drop and energy consumption of the
four schemes are simulated to assess their ability to
adapt to CBSN’s traffic variations and to answer the
corresponding traffic requirements. In this part, all nodes
are considered to be static, and different traffic scenarios
are assessed: when all nodes are in regular observation
state, and when different number of nodes (5 to 30 nodes)
enter into emergency state.
The average packet delay for the proposed TMAMAC scheme, ME-MAC, Mobisense, and TSEEC is
presented in Figure 7. Simulation results show that when
all nodes are in regular observation, generating periodic
and relatively low traffic, TMA-MAC, Mobisense and
TSEEC exhibit very close performances as they follow
DTDMA slot allocation of different nodes. Delay in MEMAC is a slightly higher than the others because nodes
have to contend to get channel access which induces
more delay. Results also show that the proposed TMAMAC outperforms the other schemes when different
number of nodes enter into emergency and thus generate
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bursty traffic. The reason is that TMA-MAC allows
transmission of urgent data simultaneously over the
same time slots at the beginning of the BP (over the
ES period) using different spreading codes; this will
guarantee immediate delivery of critical data without
further delay even when the number of nodes carrying
emergency data increases; and at the same time, it will
decrease the number of slots allocated in the SS period,
which will reduce the transmission delay of the periodic
data generated by nodes in regular observation state,
and will result in low average package delay. The delay
induced by the proposed TMA-MAC slightly increases
with the number of nodes entering into emergency as
it needs to assign spreading codes to more nodes. As
for ME-MAC, nodes transmit their data in different
time slots based on traffic demand, and therefore, as
the number of nodes carrying emergency data increases,
the frame time expands, which will increase the delay of
both emergency and regular traffic. Also, in ME-MAC,
nodes send their request for data transmission over a
contention-based period, which will lead to higher delays
as nodes needs to listen to the medium to make sure
that it is free prior to send their requests. The delay in
ME-MAC significantly increases as the number of nodes
entering emergency state reaches becomes high (above
15 nodes in this case), as the superframe saturates and
leaves no more room to additional time slots; requests
for data transmissions will be therefore declined, and
force nodes to wait for a long time before finding
available slots, which will intensely increase the packet
delays. The delay performance of Mobisense is slightly
better than ME-MAC as nodes do not compete to send
slot allocation requests, however this delay is still high
and becomes unmanageable when the number of nodes
exceed a certain threshold due to superframe saturation.
TSEEC outperforms ME-MAC and Mobisense due to
better slot allocation process based on their priorities,
and since it allows slots sharing by assigning unused slots
when nodes do not have data to send to neighboring
nodes. However, TSEEC under performs TMA-MAC
even when the number of nodes with emergency traffic
is low, since in TSEEC, the number of assigned slots for
each node is proportional to the corresponding weighted
value that depends on the location, battery, and priority
of the nodes; since nodes with emergency data have
higher priority than the others to transmit their data,
their will have higher weighted values, and thus will
be allocated more slots; the frame duration therefore
increases with the number of nodes holding emergency
traffic, which in return increases the packet delays. The
superframe in TSEEC also saturates when the number
of emergency nodes becomes high which significantly
increments the delay.
The packet drop percentage simulation results are
presented in Figure 8. They show that the proposed
scheme outperforms the others and leads to lower packet
drop percentage, specially when the number of nodes
entering emergency becomes high. The reason is that
in TMA-MAC, all nodes in emergency state are served
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Figure 7: Delay Performance Under Various Number of
Emergency Nodes
simultaneously at the beginning of the superframe, which
allows the remaining nodes carrying periodic traffic to
find available slots in the SS period; The probability
of successful data transmission of both periodic an
emergency data is therefore high due to high channel
availability. ME-MAC induces the highest packet drop
percentage due to the limited number of time slots
leading to reduced channel availability, and due to the
high contention for channel access when the traffic in
the network increases. Mobisense also suffers from low
channel availability when the number of nodes with
emergency traffic increases, but performs better than
ME-MAC since nodes do not compete for channel access.
As for TSEEC, it outperforms both ME-MAC and
Mobisense since it allows slots sharing which increases
the channel availability. However, the superframe of
TSEEC will eventually saturate when the number of
nodes carrying emergency data becomes high, which
will significantly increase the corresponding packet drop
percentage.
The percentage of energy consumed by the compared
MAC protocols with respect to the total energy
consumption in the network is presented in Figure 9.
Simulation results show that when all nodes are in
regular observation state, TMA-MAC, mobisense, and
TSEEC protocols perform similarly, as in the three
schemes, nodes transmit their data each in a specific
TDMA slots only, and remains asleep all the other
times. ME-MAC consumes more energy than the others
since nodes send their request for slot allocation over
a contention-based period, which will lead to higher
energy consumption due to the continuous listening to
the medium to avoid collision. The energy consumption
of TMA-MAC increases as the number of nodes carrying
emergency data increase, due to the computational
requirements needed to encode more packets generated
by many nodes. However, the main traffic requirement

Figure 8: Packet Drop Performance Under Various
Number of Emergency Nodes

Figure 9: Energy Performance Under Various Number
of Emergency Nodes
in CBSN is to deliver critical traffic instantly and
reliably; therefore, the energy consumption of TMAMAC can be traded with its low delay and packet drop
percentage feature. Also, in TMA-MAC, only the packets
generated by nodes in emergency state will be assigned
spreading codes; the periodic data is still transmitted
over the SS period using TDMA mechanism, which
will balance the corresponding energy consumption. As
for ME-MAC, Mobisense, and TSEEC, their energy
consumption increases with the number of nodes in
emergency state, as more slots should be assigned in
the frame causing them to stay awake for longer period
of time. This energy consumption significantly increases
when the protocols’ superframe saturates (the number
of emergency nodes becomes high), as nodes will need to
remain active until finding available slots.
Simulation results showed that TMA-MAC
represents an efficient and reliable scheme able to adapt
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to CBSNs traffic variations and address CBSNs traffic
requirements, as it induces the lowest delay and packet
drop percentage among the compared protocols, while
trying to balance the energy consumption.

5.2.2 Performance Under Mobility Variations
To assess the performance of the four compared protocols
in dynamic networks, we vary the level of mobility in
the network by increasing the number of mobile nodes
(from 5 to 35 nodes) and repeat simulations with respect
to packet delay, packet drop percentage and energy
consumption. In all scenarios, we consider that 30% of
the nodes are in emergency state and thus generating
bursty traffic.
The packet delay simulation results are illustrated
in Figure 10. TMA-MAC outperforms the others and
induces the lowest delay when the number of mobile
nodes increases in the network. The reason is that TMAMAC gives priority to intra-cluster mobile nodes and
allocates them slots in the MS period located before
the SS period; also, in the MS period, it gives priority
to mobile nodes with lowest RSSI to serve them the
fastest possible way before the link breaks. This will
decrease the delay of the mobile nodes, thus reducing
the average packet delay in the network; in addition,
TMA-MAC provides a mechanism to serve inter-cluster
nodes in emergency state instantly, by allowing them
to send join requests over the distributed EJR minislots throughout the BP; this will further reduce the
delay of inter-cluster urgent packets and will lead to low
network delay; this is in addition to adopting a common
control channel that allows inter-cluster nodes to select
the appropriate cluster to join quickly, and reduces
the probability of failed join attempts which leads to
decreased delay in the network. Results also show that
the delay of TMA-MAC increases with the number of
mobile nodes; this is due to the increased rate of join
requests from inter-cluster mobile nodes with periodic
traffic; such requests are addressed in the next frame
which slightly increases the delay. The packet delay of
ME-MAC is the highest among the compared schemes
due to many factors: first, ME-MAC does not give
priority to mobile nodes in slot assignment; therefore, the
link with intra-cluster mobile nodes can break as they
are not served fast enough; this will lead to inefficient
use of slots and would therefore increase the packet
delay. Second, increasing the network mobility level leads
to more inter-cluster join requests; ME-MAC does not
provide a mechanism to address the join requests of
inter-cluster nodes carrying critical data quickly, and on
the other hand, the inefficient slot allocation in MEMAC leads to quick superframe saturation, and would
therefore increase the rate of join request rejections;
these factors will further increment the delay. Third,
the inter-cluster node in ME-MAC needs to listen to
multiple channels to select the best cluster to join, which
induces higher delays. And fourth, the increased number
of mobile nodes will increase the contention in the

Figure 10: Delay Performance Under Various Number
of Mobile Nodes
contention-based period, as this period is used to send
both slot allocation requests, as well as join requests.
The increased contention will also lead to more packet
delays. Mobisense outperforms ME-MAC; In fact, like
ME-MAC, Mobisense does not give priority to mobile
nodes, does not have a mechanism to quickly handle
urgent join requests; but unlike ME-MAC, Mobisense
uses the common control channel mechanism for intercluster-nodes to efficiently find a new cluster, and intercluster nodes use allocated mini-slots at the end of
the superframe to send their join request instead of
contending between each other. As for TSEEC, it adopts
a better slot allocation mechanism that allows sharing
unused slots (due to link breakage for example) by other
nodes, which will decrease the packets delay and leads
to better performance than ME-MAC and Mobisense;
however, TSEEC underperforms TMA-MAC since intercluster nodes’ requests are addressed in the next frame
even when nodes carry critical data, and also nodes
should scan many channels to find the suitable cluster
to join; which will lead to increased packet delays.
The simulation of the dropped packets percentage
and the energy consumption percentage are presented
in Figure 11 and Figure 12 respectively. Results

Figure 11: Packet Drop Performance Under Various
Number of Mobile Nodes
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inter-cluster nodes with critical data promptly, which
will decrease their packet drop and re-transmission
rates; and it provides high channel availability which
reduces the probability of join requests failures, and
decreases therefore the drop packets percentage and
energy consumption.
The above results show that the proposed scheme
offers a flexible and efficient mobility aware mechanism
that can adapt to CBSN’s dynamic traffic.

6 Conclusion

Figure 12: Energy Performance Under Various Number
of Mobile Nodes
show that the proposed scheme is more reliable and
consumes less energy among the compared schemes.
The increased packet drop rate with the increased
number of mobile nodes in ME-MAC and Mobisense
is caused by the higher probability of link failure due
to the slow service provided to intra-cluster mobile
nodes; nodes will therefore re-transmit the packets which
would raise the corresponding energy consumption; also,
as more mobile nodes join the notwork, more join
requests to clusters will be received; the inefficient slot
allocation in ME-MAC and Mobisense leads to higher
probability to reject join requests due to superframe
saturation, which would increase the packet drop rate
and consequently the energy consumed by these nodes to
find appropriate cluster. However, Mobisense performs
better than ME-MAC in terms of packet drop percentage
and energy consumption, since inter-cluster nodes use
a common channel to choose the appropriate cluster,
which decreases the probability of failed attempts; these
nodes also use assigned mini-slots at the end of the
superframe without collision, which will reduce the
packet drop rate and saves energy at the same time.
TSEEC protocol induces less packet drop percentage
than both ME-MAC and Mobisence, since it uses
an efficient congestion control slot allocation that
provides quick service of mobile nodes by assigning them
priorities, and allows slots sharing; this will reduce the
probability of link failure and leads to lower packet drop
percentages and energy consumption; however, TSEEC
do not use a common control channel for inter-cluster
nodes to choose appropriate clusters, this will increase
the energy consumed by listening to multiple channels
prior of selecting the appropriate cluster to join; for
this, the energy consumption performance of TSEEC is
close to that of Mobisense. TMA-MAC outperforms the
compared scheme as it adopts efficient slot allocation
for intra-cluster mobile nodes to serve them as fast
as possible before the link breaks; it also offers intercluster nodes with a common control channel to save
energy and reduce probability of failed cluster join
attempts; in addition, it provides a mechanism to serve

In this paper, an efficient hybrid Traffic and Mobility
Aware MAC (TMA-MAC) protocol was proposed for
CBSN. TMA-MAC is a traffic adaptive MAC that is
able to address CBSN various traffic requirements by
ensuring reliable delivery of critical traffic with the
lowest delay, while maintaining low energy consumption
during regular observation. TMA-MAC also provides a
mechanism to efficiently handle CBSN nodes mobility
by giving priority to intra-cluster mobile nodes over
static nodes to send their data as fast as possible before
the transmission link fails, and by adopting a common
control channel that can be used by inter-cluster nodes to
select the appropriate cluster to join, as well as allowing
inter-cluster nodes holding critical data to send their
join request over mini-slots distributed throughout the
BP, and granting them immediate channel access to
transmit their data. The performance of TMA-MAC
under both traffic and mobility variations was compared
to other existing schemes. Simulations of packet delay,
percentage of packet drops and energy consumption
were conducted, when the number of nodes entering
emergency state is varied between 0 and 30 nodes, and
when the number of mobile nodes is increased from 0 to
35 nodes. Results showed that TMA-MAC outperformed
the compared protocols as it induced the lowest delay,
packet drop percentage and energy consumption. It
presents therefore an efficient and reliable protocol that
can address CBSNs traffic and mobility requirements.
Future work includes proposing an efficient routing
protocol for CBSN and applying the TMA-MAC on that
protocol to propose an optimal MAC/routing platform
for CBSN. Also, further simulations can be performed to
study the performance of the proposed TMA-MAC with
respect to other metrics like scalability and throughput,
in addition to addressing other CBSN challenges like
channel fading.
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